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Abstract

An experiment in which one viscous silicone oil displaces another more viscous silicone oil in capillary tubes, lead
version of so-called fingering displacement, is reported here. The fractional volume of the more viscous fluid left on
wall after the finger front had passed was measured. This fraction,m, defined asm = 1 − Um/Utip, is a critical diagnostic
parameter used to identify finger patterns. Here,Um is the mean velocity of the Poiseuille flow ahead the finger front andUtip
the propagation speed of the finger tip. In the present case, the fractionm is a function of the Peclet number,Pe, a viscous
Atwood number,At, and a gravitational parameter,F . In this experiment,m was obtained by measuring the finger propaga
speed,Utip, for a range of injection rates, tube diameters and orientations and fluid viscosities to cover a range ofPe, At andF .
For largePe, the results show the fractionm reached a constant value that depended only on Atwood number. For smPe,
gravitational effects were substantial as measured by the magnitude ofF , which is the ratio of gravitational to viscous effec
In this casem is a function of all three parameters and it becomes possible to interpolate the results to obtain the vam

when gravity is absent.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This experimental programme is an extension of that of Petitjeans and Maxworthy [1, hereinafter PM] on m
displacement in capillary tubes. One of the major questions raised by that work was whether the unexpected beh
low Peclet numbers (Pe = Umd/D, whereUm is the mean velocity of the Poiseuille flow far ahead of the propagating fingd

the tube diameter andD the molecular diffusion coefficient), was typical of many fluid pairs and had more general applica
was unique to the glycerine/water mixtures chosen. Thus, at smallPe one would expect a trend towards a single-fluid Poiseu
profile in which case injected fluid would move at the centreline velocity andm would approach 0.5. Such a result has be
found by Kuang and Maxworthy [2] when using a single fluid and generating the viscosity difference using temperature
thermal diffusivity replaced species diffusivity and very low values ofPe, of order 25, could be attained. By contrast the P
experiment found values ofm slightly less than 0.5 at lowPe and the slope of them vs. Pe curve gave no indication that
value of 0.5 was likely to be reached. In what follows these experiments are repeated using a more precise experimen
and using silicone oils of different molecular weights and hence densities and viscosities. These fluids were chosen
they have similar molecular structures and some of the concerns raised by PM’s experiments could be eliminated. M
these fluids are to be used in an extended experiment to be placed on board the International Space Station (ISS) [3]
necessary to show that the arguments used to justify the space experiment were valid for the fluids to be used.
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When a viscous fluid injects into a cylindrical tube filled with another fluid of higher viscosity, the low viscous fluid will
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channel through the high viscous one and leave a layer of high viscous fluid on the wall of the tube. This phenomeno
fingering displacement, is created by a combination of viscous instability between the two fluids and the no-slip con
the tube wall. Taylor [4] studied such a phenomenon by injecting air into a horizontal tube filled initially by a viscous
A fractionm, which is the fraction of viscous fluid left on the wall behind the finger, was defined as:

m = 1− Um/Utip,

whereUtip is the propagation speed of the finger.
For immiscible fluids, the appropriate control parameter that describes the viscous fingering is the Capillary numbeCa, the

ratio of viscous to surface tension forces. Taylor [4] found the fractionm increased asCa1/2 for very smallCa whenCa < 0.1,
and then for largeCa, asymptotes to a constant value of 0.56. In a later experiment, Cox [5] extended [4] to an even laCa
and found an asymptotic value of 0.60. Corresponding numerical simulation by Reinelt and Saffman [6] agreed well w
experiments.

For miscible fluids with a finite viscous ratio, the fractionm can be defined as above and represents the volume of vis
fluid left on the wall behind the finger tip (see Appendix). The interfacial tension between two fluids tends to zero
Peclet number replacesCa as one of the governing parameters. The other is the Atwood number,At = (µ2 − µ1)/(µ2 + µ1),
which is a measure of the viscosity contrast between the two fluids. PM extended the experiment of [4] to miscible fl
using various glycerine/water mixtures. For large Peclet number(Pe > 104), the fractionm asymptoted a value that depend
only on the Atwood number,At. WhenAt was close to unity the fractionm increased to a value of 0.61, which was consist
with the value found by Cox [5] for immiscible fluids. Also, their results for largePe agreed very well with correspondin
simulations conducted by Chen and Meiburg [7, hereinafter CM]. For small Peclet number(Pe < 103), PM found that the value
of m depended strongly on both the tube diameter and orientation since the two fluids had different densities. A grav
parameterF = gd2�ρ/ν2Umρ2, which is a measure of the relative importance of gravitational and viscous forces
introduced to quantify these gravitational effects. Hereg is gravitational acceleration,�ρ = ρ1 − ρ2 the density difference
ρ2 andν2 the density and kinematic viscosity of displaced fluid, respectively. Their results showed an increase ofm for F > 0
and a decrease forF < 0. The fractionm was found to be a useful parameter to categorise the flow patterns generated
finger motion. This was hypothesized originally by Taylor [4] and extended by PM. They suggested two probable str
patterns in a reference frame moving with the finger tip. Form > 0.5, there was only one stagnation point at the finger tip. W
for m < 0.5, there are two stagnation points on the centreline, one at the finger tip and the other within the finger, toge
a stagnation ring on the finger surface. For this case, PM argued that there must be toroidal recirculation inside the fin
Moreover, their experiment, and a later experiment by Lajeunesse et al. [8] and simulations by CM, showed a thin ‘spik
tip of the ‘mother’ finger for this case. Details of direct measurement of these flow patterns are given in Kuang, Maxwo
Petitjeans [9], while in the present experiments we concentrate on detailed measurements ofm as a function ofPe, F andAt
in capillary tubes using silicone oils as the working fluids. One advantage of this is that silicone oils with large viscosit
invariably have small density differences so that experiments could be performed to lower velocity (smallerPe) than in PM.

2. Experimental apparatus

The present experimental apparatus is similar, but not identical, to that of PM. A sketch for the case of a horizon
is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of a precision-bore glass tube of 1 m long with an inner diameter of 1, 2, 3 or 4 m

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus for the measurement of fraction,m (horizontal case).
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tube was first filled with more viscous silicone oil, and then, less viscous silicone oil was introduced into the tube to displace
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the more viscous one, using a precision Hamilton glass syringe driven by a precision Cole–Parmer syringe pump t
accurate control of the desired flow rates. The less viscous silicone oil was seeded with tiny particles of about 5 µm
so that the mobile finger could be observed. The outlet of the tube was extended using a flexible tube to a fluid recep
finger front of the less viscous fluid was observed with a low-powered microscope mounted onto an electronic ruler t
the position of the interface to an accuracy of±0.5 mm. A stopwatch was used to record the time for each measured
front position. An averaged celerity of the finger front was then calculated to giveUtip, the tip velocity of the less viscous flui
displacement. The flow ahead the finger front has a Poiseuille profile to give a mean velocityUm for a given flow rate and tub
inner diameter. Finally, it was possible to calculate the fractional amountm = 1− Um/Utip. Experiments were run for silicon
oil pairs 1000 cs/10 cs and 1000 cs/100 cs withAt = 0.98 and 0.82, respectively. These Atwood numbers are close to the v
of 0.985 and 0.79 used by PM for the glycerine–water system. The tubes were oriented horizontally and vertically to in
gravity effects, especially at small Peclet number. For vertical displacements, the less viscous fluid was injected eithe
or downward to study either a gravitationally unstable or a stable fingering displacement.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show measurement results ofm as a function ofPe for At = 0.98 (silicone oils 1000 cs/10 cs) and 0.82
(silicone oils 1000 cs/100 cs), respectively. WhenPe is large, e.g.,Pe > 2 × 104, diffusion and gravity effects become ve
small (F → 0) and viscous forces become dominant. The fractionm for different tube diameters and orientations tends
constant value that depends onAt. From the figures we have the constant value ofm = 0.6 for At = 0.98 andm = 0.56 for
At = 0.82. These values agree reasonably well with the data from PM and CM. WhenPe is small, e.g.,Pe < 2 × 104, viscous
forces become less important and diffusion and gravitational effects are dominant. The results in Fig. 2 show a large
of fraction m with Pe in which F varies for each measurement. Solid and dotted lines plotted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) a
fitted results of PM for glycerine–water mixtures, and they also agree reasonably well with the present measureme
the same diameter tubes. Note that the Atwood numbers are a little different for silicone oils 1000 cs/10 cs(At = 0.98) and
1000 cs/100 cs(At = 0.82) in the present experiment and for glycerine–water mixtures of 55.69%(At = 0.985) and 86.135%
concentration(At = 0.79) in PM’s work, respectively. However, the influence of this difference appears to be too smal
discernable in Fig. 2. Numerical simulation results by CM forAt = 0.987 are plotted in Fig. 2(a) as well. Their data give
approximately constant value ofm at Pe of order O(103), which is quite different from the experiments. This result will
discussed later. Fig. 2 shows that the Peclet number in the present experiment could be as low as about 300, which
smaller than that of PM. For an even slower displacement, the finger was very hard to distinguish and no good data was

For the case of gravitationally stabilizing fingering displacement(F < 0), i.e., a lighter and less viscous fluid displacing
heavier and more viscous fluid downwards, the more viscous fluid on the tube wall behind the finger tip has a tendency
downward due to gravity. For a slower displacement, i.e., a smallerPe, the heavier fluid has more time to move downwa
leading to a larger finger diameter so thatm is smaller. For the extreme casePe = 0, F → −∞, a flat interface withm = 0
results. Consequently, the fractionm has a value 0� m � (m)max for negativeF , where(m)max is the value ofm asPe → ∞
andF → 0. PM & CM gave a curve of(m)max as a function ofAt as shown in Fig. 3 with the present results added.
At < 0.5, (m)max≈ 0.5, which indicates a Poiseuille flow in the tube. For higherAt, (m)max increases to a value of 0.61. The
for all values ofAt greater than approximately 0.5, two flow patterns may exist depending on whetherm < 0.5 or m > 0.5, as
indicated by [1,4] and [9] experimentally and by [7] computationally.

For the case of a gravitationally destabilizing fingering displacement(F > 0), i.e., a lighter and less viscous fluid displaci
a heavier and more viscous fluid upwards, gravity drives the heavier and more viscous fluid downward while the lighter
viscous fluid rises. For small Peclet number, the heavier fluid behind the finger tip has more time to move down and ac
on the wall so that the finger diameter is smaller and fractionm becomes larger. Due to this gravitational instability, the fin
continues to propagate even when there is no displacing fluid injected(Um = 0) so that, probably, the fractionm approaches
but is always less than 1. For this case, we always havem > 0.5 and there exists only one flow pattern.

For the horizontal tube the orientation of the finger displacement was perpendicular to gravity so that, nominally,F = 0.
However, there were still gravitational effects, as presented by the difference between the horizontal case (star sym
the interpolated values corresponding toF = 0 for vertical cases (closed circles) in Fig. 2. When the Peclet number was
(Pe > 5 × 103 for a 2 mm tube), the fractionm was approximately a constant and equal to the result for vertical tubes
gravitational effects were small orF → 0. For small Peclet number(Pe < 5 × 103), the value ofm changed due to both
gravitational influence(F) and a low Peclet number(Pe). The finger tried to remain symmetric at its tip, but the main bo
following the tip, was observed to rise towards the upper part of the tube, especially for larger tube diameter, e.g.,d = 3 or 4 mm.
The finger was no longer axisymmetric in the tube and was often cut into two longitudinal parts (cf., PM).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Measurements of the fraction,m, as a function ofPe. The lines are the fitted results from PM Fig. 6. (a)At = 0.98, (b)At = 0.82.

Fig. 3. Fractionm as a function ofAt at largePe (from Fig. 13 of PM, with the present results added,∗ CM’s numerical results;◦ PM’s
experimental data and• the present results).
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Fig. 4. Fractionm as a function of the gravitational parameterF . The gravitational parameters were calculated for each tube diamete
constant Peclet number from Fig. 2. (a) Silicone oils 1000 cs/10 cs,At = 0.98, (b) silicone oils 1000 cs/100 cs,At = 0.98.

The gravitational influence was tested more directly by cross-plotting the data of Fig. 2, at various constant value
Peclet number, to generate curves ofm vs.F , as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) forAt = 0.98 and 0.82, respectively. ForF > 0, the
gravitationally destabilizing case, we always have a fractionm greater than 0.5. With an increase ofF , the fractionm increases
For F < 0, a gravitationally stabilizing case, the fractionm decreases whenF decreases. Elementary arguments suggest
the finger front must tend to a flat surface, i.e.,m = 0, when the injected velocity is very small and the gravitational param
F , becomes large and negative. Fig. 4 shows that the value ofm is quite sensitive to the gravitational parameter whenF is
between−100 and 100. ForF = 0, the intersections show thatm increases asPe increases.

The measure data presented in Fig. 2 shows strong gravitational effects for small Peclet number. A zoomed-in
Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 5 forPe less than 6000. For an upward and a downward displacement in a 2 mm diameter tu
corresponding closed and open triangles show strong gravitation effects and the value ofm changes withPe. However, for a
horizontal displacement in a 2 mm diameter tube and downward displacement in a 1 mm diameter tube, gravitation
are weak. Interpolating data atF = 0 from Fig. 4 are also plotted on Fig. 5, and the curves are consistent with the d
the horizontal displacement in a 2 mm tube and the downward displacement in a 1 mm tube forAt = 0.98 (Fig. 5(a)). Also
plotted on Fig. 5(a) are the results of numerical simulation by CM using Stokes equations, a concentration dependent
and constant diffusion coefficient but with no gravitational effects considered. Their data showed a constant valuem of
about 0.61 for smallPe andAt = 0.987. These simulations are significantly different from the experimental measureme
F = 0, indicating that another dynamical effects may be important at very smallPe.
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Fig. 5. Fractionm as a function of Pe forPe � 6000. Including interpolated results atF = 0 from Fig. 4. (a)At = 0.98, (b)At = 0.82.

PM and CM noticed this difference and suggested adding additional concentration gradient dependent stresses (CD
in what follows) to the Stokes equations. Joseph et al. [10] performed a theoretical study of the problem of miscible in
dynamics and showed that so-called Korteweg stresses [11] could be important in the region where the concentration
were large. In their most recent computational simulation, Chen and Meiburg [12] studied the influence of Korteweg
on the fingering displacement in capillary tubes. Their result shows the Korteweg stresses have significant influenc
dynamics of miscible displacement. However, our knowledge of such stresses is very limited. Paradoxically, as shown
CGD stresses can become important at lowPe because they can rival in magnitude viscous stresses in a diffuse inte
Fig. 5(a) forAt = 0.98 shows the diffusion becomes important whenPe < 2000.

4. Conclusions

An investigation of fingering displacement of miscible fluids in capillary tubes has been performed. Inst
glycerine/water in PM, fluid pairs with similar molecular structures, e.g., silicone oils, were selected as miscible fl
the present experiment. The fraction,m, a measure of high viscous fluid left on the tube walls behind the finger, was mea
which was taken as a critical parameter to determine the streamline patterns of fingering displacement. Good agreem
present results with PM indicates that the molecular structure of the miscible fluids has little influence on the behavio
fingering displacement.
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The dependence ofm on the independent, control variables Atwood number,At, Peclet number,Pe, and gravitational
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parameter,F , has been determined for two silicone oil pairs of 1000 cs/10 cs and 1000 cs/100 cs, corresponding toAt = 0.98
and 0.82. Data for Peclet numbers as low as approximately 300 were obtained. At largePe, m tends to a constant value th
depends only onAt. ForAt = 0.98 and 0.82, we have(m)max= 0.6 and 0.56, respectively. For smallPe,m depends on all the
parameters. In particular the interpolation of the curvesm vs. F to F = 0, shows thatm tends towards small values at sm
Pe. A significant difference between these experiments and the numerical simulation of CM at smallPe, using only the Stoke
equations, suggests that additional CGD stresses may be important at the diffusing interface. Due to these additional
seems thatm does not tend to the value of 0.5 that one would expect in a flow dominated by diffusion, which should asym
single-fluid Poiseuille flow. This latter result is somewhat surprising since one might expect CGD stresses to be more i
at largePe where the concentration gradients are large. However, as explained in CM, it appears that the CGD stresse
relatively more important than the viscous stresses at lowPe, even though their absolute magnitude decreases.
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Appendix

Assume a finger propagating in a tube at a constant speed. The tube, with an inner diameter ofd, is filled with more viscous
fluid. Less viscous fluid is injected into the tube at a constant flow rate,Q. By time t , the finger has propagated in the tube t
distanceL. The volume of injected less viscous fluid isVL = Qt , while the total volume behind the finger tip isVT = πd2L/4.
The volume of more viscous fluid left on the wall behind the finger tip isVM = VT − VL. Then the fraction m is defined as:

m = VM

VT
= 1− VL

VT
= 1− Qt

πd2L/4
.

For an incompressible fluid in a cylindrical tube, we have the flow rateQ = πd2Um/4 and the finger propagating spe
Utip = L/t , which leads to:

m = 1− Um/Utip.

Note that this result is independent of the viscosity ratio. In the limitAt → 1 the displaced fluid left on the tube wall behind t
finger tip is stationary andm can then be related to the constant thickness of that layer, as in Taylor [4]. In general this
true andm can only be used as a diagnostic measurement of the volume of displaced fluid left behind the advancing fi
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